Homeland security and military defense technology considerations have stimulated intense interest in mobile, high power sources of millimeter-wave ͑mmw͒ to terahertz ͑THz͒ regime electromagnetic radiation, from 0.1 to 10 THz. While vacuum electronic sources are a natural choice for high power, the challenges have yet to be completely met for applications including noninvasive sensing of concealed weapons and dangerous agents, high-data-rate communications, high resolution radar, next generation acceleration drivers, and analysis of fluids and condensed matter. The compact size requirements for many of these high frequency sources require miniscule, microfabricated slow wave circuits. This necessitates electron beams with tiny transverse dimensions and potentially very high current densities for adequate gain. Thus, an emerging family of microfabricated, vacuum electronic devices share many of the same plasma physics challenges that are currently confronting "classic" high power microwave ͑HPM͒ generators including long-life bright electron beam sources, intense beam transport, parasitic mode excitation, energetic electron interaction with surfaces, and rf air breakdown at output windows. The contemporary plasma physics and other related issues of compact, high power mmw-to-THz sources are compared and contrasted to those of HPM generation, and future research challenges and opportunities are discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the late 1880s Heinrich Hertz experimentally identified the existence of radio frequency electromagnetic radiation, 1 confirming the theoretical prediction by Maxwell that visible light was but a small portion of a vast electromagnetic spectrum. 2, 3 Within just a few decades, Tesla proposed one of the first applications for powerful radio waves, i.e., radar. 4 Immediately recognizing the implications of this idea, numerous efforts began to develop the technology in Europe, the United States, and the Soviet Union between 1920 and 1940. Many historical accounts regard a superior, high power radar technology as a significant, if not decisive military advantage for Britain during World War II. [5] [6] [7] In particular, the radar systems of Britain and the U.S. were characterized by superior, high power microwave cavity magnetrons, based on the successful prototype developed by Boot and Randall in 1940 . 8 In the ensuing seven decades, continued increases in microwave generator power and frequency have driven a large fraction of the advances in defense, commercial industry, and science. Today, the enabling role of high power microwave generators based on vacuum electronic devices ͑VEDs͒, is pervasive in many military, civilian, scientific, and industrial arenas 9 as shown in Table I . By combining the data from recent sources including Refs. 9-19, a map of the current maximum average power versus frequency of solid state, vacuum electronic, and quantum electronic devices can be constructed as shown in Fig. 1 . For self-consistent comparisons, most of the data in Fig. 1 assume long pulse or average power, with exceptions between 1 and 10 GHz for high power microwave ͑HPM͒ sources 20, 21 and above 1 THz for some of the peak power advances in THz lasers.
Figures 1͑a͒ and 1͑b͒ contain several features deserving mention. First, the highest single device powers at any frequency are all determined by vacuum electronic sources by many orders of magnitude. We will discuss this shortly. Second, there are three boxes drawn in Fig. 1͑a͒ . Each box indicates the current or anticipated applications for that portion of the high power spectrum. The primary application driving research investment in region 1 is to develop sources for electronic attack, that is, intense microwave sources that can disable an adversary's electronics leaving personnel and infrastructure unharmed. 20, 21 Device research in region 2 has primarily emphasized gyrotrons for several applications, including fusion plasma heating, 22, 23 advanced high resolution radar, 24, 25 and nonlethal antipersonnel systems. 26 The application possibilities for devices in region 3 are extensive, and include high data rate communications, concealed weapon or threat detection, remote high resolution imaging, chemical spectroscopy, materials research, deep space research and communications, and biomedical diagnostics. 19, [27] [28] [29] Also shown in Figs. 1 are two research frontier boundaries. The dotted ͑red͒ line boundary in Fig. 1͑a͒ represents the current limits for mobile single device power-either average or peak, while the solid ͑black͒ line in Fig. 1͑b͒ represents present-day mobile and compact average power device limits. The primary differences between the two boundaries are: ͑1͒ The difference between peak and average power achievements by solid state lasers above 1 THz, and ͑2͒ below 1 THz, the recognition that high power mmw gyrotrons, while mobile when mounted on a small truck or similar ve-hicle, are not compact when compared with a mmw backwards wave oscillator ͑BWO͒, for example. Yet many of the applications driving interest in region 3 specifically require compact sources typically driven by the requirement of mobility.
There are some relatively recent, impressive high power achievements at frequencies above 200 GHz, as indicated by four sets of data ͑squares, triangles, diamond, and circle data points͒. Two of these sets are the result of impressive record average powers obtained from the Novosibirsk free electron laser ͑squares͒ 30 and the Jefferson Laboratory free electron laser ͑triangles͒.
31 Also plotted are record-level peak powers generated by both high-magnetic field gyrotrons 18 and free electron lasers ͑FELs͒. 19, 30, 31 However, none of these facilities represent either mobile or compact sources, limiting their potential for commercial or military applications. Recent research has identified designs 32 for region 3 FELs that would be mobile ͑comparable to a gyrotron͒, although no experimental results have yet been reported. The diamond data points record the demonstration of high-average-power THz regime radiation generated by high-magnetic-field gyrotrons, including 1.5 kW at 326 GHz, 33 tens of watts at 800-900 GHz, 34 and several watts generated at 460 GHz. 35 The circle data point represents a recent regenerative TWT oscillator 36 that has reported a modest increase in power at 670 GHz over what commercial BWOs can provide. Nevertheless, this device represents a significant breakthrough in a compact and mobile source with its impressive 0.3% intrinsic efficiency, a number that would have been close to 1% except for electron beam current losses of ϳ50% due to wall interception on the first prototype. These efficiencies are 1-2 orders of magnitude higher than BWOs operating at this frequency, for example.
The highest average powers for solid state sources at f Ն 1 THz include ϳ10 W nonlinear multiplier sources above 1 THz, 37 and milliwatts at several THz using either quantum cascade lasers 38, 39 or difference frequency mixing. 40 Note that quantum cascade lasers require cryogenic cooling to suppress thermal broadening and achieve high average power generation. In fact, it is this very problem of thermal broadening disrupting population inversions that makes it so challenging to achieve significant power with quantum electronic devices below several THz. It is instructive and relevant for later discussion to remind ourselves why the single device powers of VEDs exceed those of solid state devices by such large margins, at least up to ϳ1 THz. There are several differences between a vacuum and a solid state electronic source of microwave electromagnetic radiation. Both devices convert the kinetic energy from an electron stream into electromagnetic field energy. The most obvious difference is that in a vacuum device, the electron stream ͑beam͒ flows collisionlessly in a vacuum while in a solid state device the collision-dominated stream diffuses through a semiconducting solid. Thus, the solid state device will ultimately be limited by the inability to conduct away excessive heat generated by the electron current in the "interaction" region and/or dielectric breakdown at high microwave electric field strengths. To lowest order, these limitations are nonexistent with a vacuum, making the VED the superior option for applications requiring high power in a small volume. On the other hand, the vacuum device requires a three-dimensional high-vacuumsealing enclosure around the entire periphery of the device which can make the manufacture of VEDs more challenging. A second difference is that the collisional electron transport in solid state devices limits their architectures to that of transit time switches. Thus, they are limited to lower voltages in order to keep the source-drain or emitter-base electric fields below breakdown. In contrast, VEDs generally require velocity synchronism between ballistic electron flow and electromagnetic energy propagating at a few to tens of percent of the velocity of light. Consequently, VEDs require higher voltages for the acceleration of the electron beam. A more detailed discussion of the differences between solid state and vacuum electronic devices can be found in Chap. 1 of Ref. 9 . However, from the data in Fig. 1 , we can empirically infer that the challenges of three-dimensional vacuum enclosure manufacture and higher voltage electronics design of VEDs are far outweighed for high power applications by the superior ability of the VED to withstand higher power densities while operating at relatively high efficiencies. Given this robust characteristic of an evacuated device, one may wonder what physical processes limit the attainable maximum powers for VEDs. As we shall see from subsequent discussion in this paper, the limitations are still, ultimately related to limits on the maximum sustainable power density. In fact, we shall see that these limits involve surface physics and charged particle confinement challenges, in that sense similar to challenges facing fusion plasma devices. This is no mere coincidence, as both classes of devices seek to push the limits of producing and managing high densities of electromagnetic and charged particle energies.
As a general rule, the maximum achievable solid state single device power scales as the inverse square of the frequency, as shown in Fig. 1͑a͒ . This is a consequence of lateral dimensions scaling with the wavelength in order to avoid dielectric breakdown and excessive phase lag across a transistor ͑transit-time͒ device. 41, 42 Similarly, the maximum achieved power levels of VEDs between 1 and 100 GHz also scale as ϳf −2 . Again, this is related to scaling of the lateral dimensions of vacuum interaction circuit dimensions with the radiation wavelength. In stark contrast, however, above 100 GHz, the frequency scaling of maximum demonstrated powers for mobile and compact devices deviates remarkably from the f −2 scaling, as seen in either Fig. 1͑a͒ or Fig. 1͑b͒ . This gives rise to what has been referred to as a THz gap ͓labeled in Fig. 1͑b͔͒ of adequately powerful source technologies, precisely in region 3 where the application potential is so substantial.
In the remainder of this paper, we shall discuss the plasma physics and related challenges of producing higher power, compact devices for this mmw-to-THz regime or THz gap, and we shall draw out the commonalities and differences that exist between these challenges and those facing further increases in peak power for lower frequency HPM devices ͑between 1 and 10 GHz͒. For expediency, we will refer to the entire regime between 0.1 and 10 THz as the THz regime, even though a more accurate, but more elaborate terminology might include millimeter-wave, submillimeter-wave, and THz. Finally, from some of the quantitative analyses, it may become apparent that the potential for VEDs to fill in the THz gap will probably be limited to Յ1 THz, with the exception of FEL user facilities such as those at Jefferson Lab 31 or in Novosibirsk, Russia. 32 However, this latter remark is a speculative prognostication based on current knowledge and as such should always be regarded with a certain measure of skepticism.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sec. II reviews the recent research of challenges resulting from scaling current vacuum electronic device architectures to even higher powers. Particular issues include rf breakdown, fabricating robust yet precisely dimensioned high frequency electromagnetic structures, magnetic focusing and generation of high current density electron beams, and the physics of high power density electron beam impact on circuits and collectors. Section III reviews the challenges and opportunities offered by distributed electron beams. Section IV summarizes both the challenges and research opportunities for extending power beyond current performance achievements, and general conclusions are drawn in Sec. V. Figure 1 reveals a contrast in the pursuit for higher power between HPM devices for electronic attack and compact devices that would populate the THz gap above 100 GHz. To advance HPM devices for electronic attack, the need is for higher power in a relatively modest band of frequencies, i.e., between 1 and 10 GHz. A simple estimate shows how this becomes a challenge in managing high power densities. For example, in this frequency range, the typical device's circuit cross-sectional dimensions, determined roughly by the free space wavelength 0 of the radiation, will be on the order of ϳ10 cmϫ 10 cm, or ϳ100 cm 2 . For power levels in excess of 100 MW, one must manage power densities in excess of 1 MW/ cm 2 . Meanwhile, to populate the THz gap, one could ͑and generally does͒ view the challenge to be achieving some desired power, such as, say 100 W, at frequencies greater than 100 GHz. For ex-
II. THE CHALLENGES OF SCALING TO HIGHER POWERS
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Plasma physics and related challenges… Phys. Plasmas 15, 055502 ͑2008͒ ample, in order to realize practical beam-wave interaction efficiencies, the circuit cross-sectional dimensions of compact ͑i.e., slow-wave or transit-type͒ VEDs at high frequencies will roughly be proportional to one-tenth of the freespace wavelength, or 0.1ϫ 0 . Hence, to achieve 100 W at 300 GHz, one must manage power densities in excess of ͑100 W͒ / ͑0.1 0 ϫ 0.1 0 ͒ϳ1 MW/ cm 2 . From this we see that although the basic approach to higher power is different for these two distinct frequency regimes, the end result is very much the same. In the remainder of this section, we will discuss how this general challenge of managing high power density leads to both similar and complementary physics problems to solve.
A. High electromagnetic power density
Perhaps the most obvious challenge associated with high electromagnetic power density is the potential for rf breakdown due to very high electric fields. Although spontaneous breakdown of a vacuum by sufficiently strong electric fields was predicted by Schwinger 43 and conditions have been approached or even realized in laser and high energy physics experiments, [44] [45] [46] it is far beyond the regime of a microwave VED. Nevertheless, at moderately high electric fields, a number of breakdown phenomena are indeed possible and have been observed at material interfaces, including conducting and dielectric surface breakdown ͑vacuum side͒ and air breakdown outside the vacuum window. Meanwhile, especially for the higher frequency high power devices, one encounters fundamental questions about how to construct the miniature electromagnetic structure or circuit with adequate precision so that it that will confine the radiation, provide the precise phase velocity, produce intense electric fields near the beam ͑for efficient beam-wave interaction͒, and tolerate the potentially high rf Ohmic heating losses in the walls.
Meanwhile, generating high electromagnetic power density requires even larger electron beam power density, given power conversion efficiencies of less than 100%. This introduces challenges of generating and confining intense, high current density electron beams as well as understanding the physics and limitations of the beam-surface interactions associated with beam impact ͑on the collector, anode, or circuit walls͒. We will look at each of these issues in more detail.
rf breakdown
Breakdown on the vacuum side of a high power density microwave VED can result in pulse shortening and/or damaged surfaces. 21, 47 Breakdown on the high pressure side of a vacuum window can result in window heating, window damage or high density cutoff plasma that prevents transmission of the radiation. 48 Breakdown on the vacuum side can initiate from either multipactor or field emission. Multipactor 49, 50 is a low pressure electron multiplication process. Seed electrons emitted from a surface are accelerated by rf fields and strike either the same or a second surface releasing a shower of secondary electrons. Acceleration of the secondaries before they, too, energetically strike the surface and produce even more secondaries leads to a cascade buildup of electrons, surface heating, release of gas via either thermal or stimulated desorption, 51 and either an arc or plasma discharge. Generally, for conducting materials, it requires two surfaces 49 and synchronism between the rf field and the orbits. 52 Dielectric windows, can experience single-surface multipactor. 53 This process does not require synchronism but it does require sufficient charge to build up on the dielectric to reattract emitted secondaries. As a result, susceptibility curves for both twometallic-surface and single-dielectric-surface multipactor can be generated, and have generally been found to be consistent with experimental studies. 53, 54 In general, multipactor tends to occur at lower electric field strengths, and avoidance of vacuum surface multipactor is possible by careful design of electromagnetic mode patterns, surface geometries, and materials. Some of these measures are required for certified space-based VEDs.
Field emission is also an important mechanism for vacuum rf breakdown and is believed to be responsible for arcing and damage in high gradient rf linac cavities. 55, 48 Field emission requires large electric field strengths and for conditioned surfaces the breakdown threshold appears to be 55, 56 between 100 and 1000 MV/ m. Interestingly, the most recent research indicates that the breakdown field threshold is insensitive to frequency 55 and pressure. Cleaning, etching, polishing, and heat treating the surfaces can be helpful, but it is extremely difficult ͑perhaps impossible͒ to eliminate all microscopic flaws that can intensify surface fields or locally depress the work function for electron emission. 56 Meanwhile, although these field intensities can occur in high-Q rf linac cavities, they are unlikely in the foreseeable future in high power microwave VEDs. For a rough estimate, one can assume a cavity volume V = g 0 3 , where g is a scaling factor. Approximating the cavity power loss by the output-coupled power, P out , the breakdown threshold cavity factor Q th can be estimated as
where 0 is the permittivity of free space, f G is the frequency in GHz, and a breakdown field threshold of ͉E ͉ Ͼ 10 8 V / m and a uniform electromagnetic energy density have been assumed. First consider the example of f G =3 ͑GHz͒ and P out =10 9 W. Exceeding the field emission cavity breakdown threshold requires Q th Ͼ 1000g. For g ϳ 1, this is considerably larger than the Q values used in typical HPM oscillators. The same estimate of Q th Ͼ 1000g is obtained at higher frequencies if one assumes P out =10 6 W and f G = 300 ͑GHz͒. This is considerably larger than what one encounters with high power gyrotrons, where typically g Ͼ 1000 ͑highly overmoded cavities͒, but Q Ϸ 100-1000.
Based on the above observations, one may conclude that vacuum rf breakdown presents a physical limitation for high gradient rf linac design, but is unlikely to be the powerlimiting effect for high power vacuum electronic microwave sources. On the other hand, air breakdown has been observed as a power limiting mechanism for pulsed HPM devices at both low 57 and high pressure. 58 Recent research has been focused on understanding high power microwave air breakdown near dielectric windows in order to identify the best options for delaying or suppressing its onset. 50, 59, 60 Although there is still much to be researched about the factors that determine the thresholds and delay times for air breakdown, there are a number of fundamental insights that have been acquired. The rf electric field breakdown threshold is observed to depend on pressure and microwave pulse length, E th ͑p , ͒, in ways generally consistent with basic principles established by MacDonald 61 and many others. Other findings include:
• At conventional HPM frequencies, f Ͻ 10 GHz, and lower pressures, p Ͻ 300 Torr, the breakdown threshold is influenced by the presence and roughness of the surface, gas composition ͑e.g., nitrogen versus air͒ and illumination by UV radiation 59 and x rays.
• At atmospheric pressure and higher frequency, f = 110 GHz, the breakdown threshold is much less studied until most recently. However, at these short wavelengths, the breakdown plasma manifests as a regular spatial array of filaments with quarter wavelength spacing. 60 Evidence indicates the filament array formation involves coherent diffraction.
• Across all frequencies between 1 and 100 GHz, [58] [59] [60] and even with proper scaling to 193 m wavelengths, 62 the breakdown threshold for the effective electric field in atmospheric pressure air ͑adjusted 61 for frequency and collision frequency coll ͒ appears to be a consistent value of
• At low pressures, the plasma formation kinetics are initiated by multipactor while at higher pressure the kinetics are governed by collisional discharge physics. 50 For noble gases, the transition between the two regimes appears to occur at 63 p ϳ 10 −8 T s. For air plasmas, the transition between the two regimes is still under investigation.
• For the high pressure collisional discharge regime, a simplified scaling law appears to approximately describe all of the recent experimental findings within a factor of 2 or better accuracy, 63 ,64
where E eff is defined in Eq. ͑2͒.
One of the inferences to draw from the scaling law of Eq. ͑3͒ is the reminder that there are some important fundamental differences between air and noble gas breakdown, which is most likely due to the complexities of air chemistry. 65 A challenge for ongoing research investigations is to attempt, as done in Ref. 66 to isolate from amongst hundreds of air chemistry reactions a few dominant chemical pathways that largely account for the large difference in the leading coefficient of Eq. ͑3͒ while at the same time, explaining from a fundamental basis the apparent ͑approximate͒ universality of the scaling with pressure and pulse length. Meanwhile, from Eq. ͑2͒ and its apparent universality for atmospheric air breakdown over a very broad frequency spectrum, we can speculate that the electric field threshold, and thus the power density threshold for air breakdown is relatively insensitive to frequency from 1 GHz to 1 THz ͑for an electron-neutral collision frequency at 760 Torr of ϳ4 ϫ 10 12 s −1 , the breakdown threshold for E eff is approximately constant within a factor of 2 from 1 to 1000 GHz͒. Given that power density scales as Pf 2 , air breakdown, which is currently one of the factors limiting HPM peak powers between 1 and 100 GHz, is not a significant constraint for increasing power ͑or power density͒ in the THz gap of Fig. 2 .
Finally, the mechanisms of dc breakdown 67 bears substantial resemblance to rf breakdown for the low frequency range. 48 
Fabricating THz regime circuits
Compact and mobile vacuum electronic devices generally utilize either slow-wave or cavity ͑transit-time͒ electromagnetic structures. From basic principles of the beam-wave interaction physics as summarized in Refs. 9, 68, and 69, and elsewhere one may infer that an efficient beam-wave energy transfer requires the transverse dimensions of the circuit to be less than or equal to approximately 0.1 0 . Meanwhile, for reliable device performance ͑that is, measured performance that is acceptably close to theoretical predictions for the design͒ the dimensional tolerances the circuit should be Ͻ10% error between the fabricated dimensions and the intended ͑design͒ values. 70 This translates to tolerance requirements approaching 1 m at f Ͼ 500 GHz. This is considerably beyond the capabilities of conventional machining and turning technologies. Therefore, new, high precision methods become paramount to reliably and repeatedly shape and assemble electromagnetic wave circuits for miniature, microfabricated vacuum electronic devices, or -VEDs, suitable for THz regime applications. 
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Recent research has pioneered the adaptation of 1-micron-precise lithographic fabrication methods to -VEDs. 41, [71] [72] [73] [74] Advances in high-speed mechanical machining, microelectric-discharge-machining ͑micro-EDM͒, and laser micromachining have also proven valuable to reliable precise fabrication of high power mmw devices. 41, 71, [75] [76] [77] [78] Indeed, for compact high-power-density sources near f = 100 GHz where dimensional tolerances are Ͼ15 m, the fabrication choices appear to include wire-EDM ͑Ref. 79͒ high-speed small-bit machining, 80 laser micromachining, 79 and Si DRIE. 81 X-ray LIGA has also proven viable as a fabrication method for research prototypes, 73 but is perceived to be significantly limited by its requirement for a highbrightness x-ray lithography facility. Early efforts were hopeful that a diversity of fabrication technologies would also prove viable for VEDs at f Ͼ 100 GHz, providing the researcher or engineer with an array of options. The fabrication methods researched have included x-ray LIGA, ultraviolet LIGA, polymer micromolding, deep reactive ion etching ͑DRIE͒ of Si, micro-EDM, and laser micromachining. 41 However, recent experience is converging on micro-EDM and Si DRIE for two main reasons. Micro-EDM is appealing because of its ability to work with bulk, high-conductivity copper, which is important for thermal stability with high power density sources. 71 Si DRIE appears to most reliably produce the highest precision structures, again in a bulk structural material, with mature "tools" that are available and affordable for many institutions, including academic, government laboratory, and commercial vendors. In fact, the recent breakthrough realization of an efficient, 670 GHz regenerative TWT oscillator 36 was based on the successful adaptation of pioneering research of Si DRIE-fabricated foldedwaveguide TWT oscillators first described in Ref. 72 .
In summary, micro-EDM and Si DRIE appear to currently offer some of the best prospects for THz-regime VED circuit fabrication. However, there appear to be many promising alternatives for electromagnetic circuits and each new concept requires customized research to find a viable fabrication and assembly procedure. In addition, research is needed for other components, such as miniature vacuum windows, as well as new, high precision assembly methods to achieve exact alignment between circuits, cathodes, collectors, and focusing magnets.
B. High current electron beams
As discussed earlier, increasing the power of compact THz-regime VEDs implies high density electron beams. This presents a number of challenges, which, along with the difficulties for precision fabrication of the miniature circuits, have been responsible for the lack of sources in the THz gap.
Magnetic focusing of dense beam space charge
An instructive approach to understanding the electron beam physics challenges of high power THz-regime VEDs is to start with typical parameters for a conventional, 100 W, 5 GHz microwave TWT and scale the dimensions to produce a 100 W, 200 GHz TWT, just crossing into the THz gap for powerful compact sources ͑see Fig. 1͒ . Taking illustrative parameters of the XWING TWT ͑Refs. 82 and 83͒ of 2.5 kV, 0.2 A, and 20 A / cm 2 and scaling at constant voltage to 200 GHz, the reduction of 40ϫ in the wavelength translates into a current density of 32 kA/ cm 2 . The minimum magnetic field required for focusing the space charge repulsion forces in this beam is that which satisfies Brillouin equilibrium,
where c is the electron cyclotron frequency for magnetic flux density B, p = ͱ ne 2 / m 0 is the beam plasma frequency for electron density n, electron charge magnitude e and electron mass m, J is the beam current density and V is the beam energy ͑in eV͒ or voltage ͑in V͒. Given that the maximum compact magnetic field achievable in a compact configuration with permanent magnets 36, 85 is ϳ1 T or 10 kG, it is straightforward to deduce that the constant-voltage scaled 100 W, 200 GHz TWT is impractical, as illustrated in Fig. 2 .
Perhaps the next option is to reattempt the scaled design, but allowing for a higher beam energy. Choosing V = 20 keV to maintain a compact size and minimize high voltage insulation challenges, yields a scaled current density of 4 kA/ cm 2 and requires a minimum magnetic focusing field of ϳ0.8 T, as shown in Fig. 2 . Although the magnetic field requirement is within achievable limits, minimally scalloping electron beams require higher-than-Brillouin minimum magnetic fields. Moreover, this scaling does not provide any margin to increase the frequency further beyond 200 GHz.
The next option follows from recognizing that the original device 82, 83 dimensions at 5 GHz were intentionally small, in order to achieve exceptionally high gain and efficiency in a relatively short circuit. Relaxing these dimensions by a factor of 5 still fulfills the criterion for transverse dimensions of approximately 0.1 0 , but now produces J = 160 A / cm 2 and B = 1.6 kG for the scaled 200 GHz, 100 W design, both of which are well within demonstrated technology capabilities.
High current cathodes
The previous discussion indicates the importance of generating and transporting high current and high current density electron beams for higher power VED sources. In fact, this is an issue for both HPM and mmw-to-THz devices. Since the electron beam starts with the cathode, we will likewise first examine the limits on performance and physical understanding of high current density cathodes to generate these beams. Producing an electron beam requires delivering enough energy to electrons within the surface of a solid to enable their escape of the binding forces into the vacuum. The foundations of theoretical understanding of this process began in the early 1900s with models developed by Richardson, Dushman, Laue, Fowler, and Nordheim. 86 The mechanisms used to realize vacuum emission include thermionic, Most of the applications envisioned for sources filling the THz gap call for long pulse or continuous electron beam emission, whereas the traditional HPM application of electronic attack is addressed by short pulse emission ͑Յ1 s͒ at low duty cycle. 20, 21, 88 For continuous or "dc" electron beams, the highest demonstrated current density of ϳ650 A / cm 2 was achieved with a gated Spindt field emitter array ͑FEA͒, 89 although the highest demonstrated current density by a gated FEA in an actual microwave device 90, 91 remains less than 20 A / cm 2 . The reason for this large difference will be discussed shortly. For thermionic emission, the highest current density with dc operation in a device is ϳ100 A / cm 2 , in THz regime BWOs. 92 However, this results in short cathode lifetimes of less than 500 h. For longer-lived thermionic cathodes, the highest emitted dc current densities 93 are ϳ10 A / cm 2 . Pulsed current emission from thermionic cathodes has been reported of ϳ100 A / cm 2 for novel scandate cathodes, 94 but their use in microwave sources has not yet been reported. For pulsed emission for HPM applications, several recent cathodes have emerged as providing high current density emission from cathodes with mechanically and thermally robust construction. These include CsI-coated graphite fiber cathodes, 88, 95 laser micro-textured aluminum cathodes, 96, 97 and micro-textured-HfO-film-coated metallic cathodes. 98 The first two have demonstrated emission current densities Ն1 kA/ cm 2 while the third has demonstrated a current density of ϳ80 A / cm 2 through the mechanism of triple point emission.
In addition to impressive experimental advances in high current density cathodes, there have been significant advances in the theoretical understanding of cathode physics. Whereas previously it had been necessary to model thermionic, field, and photoemission cathodes with separate treatments, a recently developed combined treatment improves our understanding of the common physics underlying each phenomenon. 99 Another persistent challenge has been to explain high surface field enhancement factors inferred from experimental measurements of field emission cathodes. In some cases, part of the answer appears to be an inaccurately large assumed value for the cathode's surface work function, resulting from the difficulty of making a self-consistent, in situ determination of the correct value. 100 Another important step has been the determination that microscopic protrusions decorating the top of a macroscopic protrusion on a cathode will produce a composite field enhancement greater than ͑proportional to the product of͒ each of the individual features' field enhancement factors. 101 In this way, the field enhancement observed from a knife-edge or other intentionally textured surface typically will exceed, by a considerable amount, the value calculated for the measured shape of the macroscopic surface features. Recent analyses of triple point emission 102 reveal that this method of producing electrons has more to do with secondary electron emission from dielectric surfaces than it does with field enhancement, as had been previously assumed. Recent computational modeling calculations are helping to understand the copious electron emission and significant reduction of turn-on electric field observed with CsI coatings of graphite-fiber-on-graphite cathodes. Using ab initio computational models, it has recently been shown that very thin, partial monolayer films of CsI reduce the work function of graphite by over a factor of 3, thereby reducing the turn-on electric field by nearly an order of magnitude. 103 One of the persistent hopes for FEA cathodes has been the desire to exploit demonstrated high-current-density emission capabilities 89 for generating microwave or THz-regime radiation with higher efficiency and/or higher power. Recent analytic and computational studies help to explain the reason why after more than a decade that this objective still remains elusive. The essence of the challenge is the relatively high electric fields required with extremely dense electron beams. The Child-Langmuir Law 104,105 serves as a useful guide,
even for more complicated situations involving nonplanar cathodes or gated operation of field emitters. In Eq. ͑5͒, e is the absolute magnitude of the electron density, u is the beam velocity, and d is the distance between the cathode and anode. Near the cathode, the beam velocity is small, the beam density is large, and a large anode-cathode voltage, V, is required to overcome the large space charge depression that results at the cathode. The resulting high electric field stresses on the cathode and anode can lead to breakdown and arcing in long-pulse or dc electron guns that are designed with overly ambitious cathode emission current density. To understand how it was possible to achieve the impressive demonstration of ϳ650 A / cm 2 from a Spindt FEA ͑Ref. 86͒, one must note that this experiment involved a relatively small cathode area of approximately 400 m 2 . Recent computational 106 and analytic 107 studies have revealed that when the cathode emitting area is much smaller than the effective cathode-anode spacing, then it is much easier to achieve very high emission current densities without exceeding cathode-anode breakdown voltage limits. In particular, as the radius R of a circular cathode emitting area decreases at fixed anode-cathode gap distance d, the space charge limited current for a given anode-cathode voltage increases according to 106, 107 
ͪ.
͑6͒
Thus, to achieve the 650 A / cm 2 emission from a cathode large enough to produce adequate total currents for high power, compact, THz regime radiation would require much higher anode-cathode voltages than were needed in the experiments of Ref. 86 , probably exceeding thresholds at which arcing and breakdown would occur. On the other hand, microwave-frequency HPM devices are designed to operate with high voltages and short pulse lengths, allowing them to operate their cathodes at very high space-chargelimited current regimes. This allows them to exploit the very
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Plasma physics and related challenges… Phys. Plasmas 15, 055502 ͑2008͒ high current density emission levels that field emission cathodes are, in principle, capable of. Given this capability of extracting very high field emission current densities using high electric fields in HPM devices, a recent study 108 has quantitatively examined how space charge depression of the surface electric field affects the emitted current density of field emission cathodes. The results support the conclusion that for an idealized planar diode configuration, the field emission current density will be less than ͑i.e., upperbounded by͒ the classic Child-Langmuir space charge limit. However, for sufficiently large surface electric field, resulting, for example, from sharp surface features that enhance the local electric field by factors of ϳ10 or more, the observed field emission currents may be indistinguishably close to the Child-Langmuir space charge limit.
Given these physical considerations and contrasts, we can conclude that while both HPM and compact high power mmw-to-THz VED sources call for high current density electron beams, the approaches are likely to be complementary. With HPM devices, short pulses of high voltage electron beams will be used to extract ϳ1 kA/ cm 2 electron current densities from field emission cathodes. In contrast, for compact, high power, long-lived mmw-to-THz sources, the more likely approach will require cathode emission current densities of 10 A / cm 2 or less and to use magnetic and electrostatic field compression to realize beam current densities Ͼ100 A / cm 2 . In fact, this is exactly the approach used in the highest power density ͑most compact͒ source of ϳ100 GHz radiation to date, the extended interaction klystron, 93 where an emitted current density of 10 A / cm 2 is aggressively and precisely compressed to beam current density in excess of 500 A / cm 2 . It should be noted, however, that even 10 A / cm 2 is a relatively high emission current density that can stress existing cathode technologies, leading to short cathode lifetimes. One interesting innovation currently being researched is a type of reservoir cathode, made from a sintered assembly of tungsten wires with controlled porosity. 109 If successful, this cathode would enable high current density emission ͑J Ն 10 A / cm 2 ͒ with significantly longer lifetimes than conventional dispenser cathodes 69 emitting at these high current densities. Advancing the physical understanding and performance of high current cathodes remains a priority for long-lived, high-power-density vacuum electronic radiation sources.
In addition to benefiting from high current density emission, most HPM and high power THz regime VEDs also require uniform emission from the cathode. Nonuniform emission produces high emittance electron beams, which, as we shall discuss, are problematic for beam confinement in high power, compact THz-regime VEDs. It has been a persistent challenge for field emission cathodes, and recent investigations have emphasized modified configurations to achieve highly uniform emission from field emitter array cathodes. 110 Nonuniform emission can also reduce the efficiency, or reduce the power-handling capacity of spent-beam collectors of high power mmw gyrotrons. 111, 112 These gyrotrons are a crucial technology for fusion research plasma heating and nonlethal antipersonnel 21 systems and in both cases, a high premium is placed on maximizing efficiency.
Recent studies have revealed that the current emitted from high power gyrotron cathodes can be very nonuniform. For example, the emitted current can vary by as much as 60% around the circumference of the cathode. 111 There are several hypotheses explaining the cause of this undesirable nonuniform cathode emission 111,113 but they share a common indictment of imprecise machining and/or fabrication of the cathode surface. Experiments are currently underway to evaluate alternative cathode fabrication procedures to see if this both isolates the cause and provides a solution to the problem. 17 
Dense beam impact physics
Based on the above discussion, compact, high power sources of mmw-to-THz radiation and HPM sources share a need for very high current density electron beams. We now examine another challenge associated with high density electron beams: The effects of electron beam impact on collectors and electromagnetic circuit walls which are kept in close proximity for strong beam-wave interaction.
Electron impact on collectors and structure surfaces can produce secondary electrons, device heating, and form plasmas on the collector or anode, leading to decreased efficiency or pulse shortening. 47 Primary or secondary electrons that are reflected back into the electromagnetic interaction circuit can alter the beam-wave interaction and reduce the device efficiency and linearity. 114 This has motivated reexaminations of the phenomenon of secondary electron emission. 115 One key finding of this recent work is that the secondary electron yield is time-dependent, with an evolution time scale of minutes to hours during continuous beam bombardment. The evidence strongly implicates the role of mere monolayer films of gaseous or hydrocarbon adsorbates, consistent with findings reported elsewhere. 116 This is also consistent with the ab initio cathode studies 103 that illustrate the importance of monolayer or partial monolayer adsorbate films on the surface binding energy of low energy electrons.
Meanwhile, the high power densities in the electron beams of HPM and compact mmw-to-THz high power sources pose special challenges for dramatic and potentially destructive surface heating. In HPM devices, dense beam impact on the anode or collector surfaces leads to release of adsorbed gases 111, 117 and ultimately plasma production that limit the achievable operating pulse length. 47, 118 In compact mmw-to-THz high power sources, dense beam impact on the circuit or collector can lead to irreparable, single-shot damage, even with short pulses during initial device testing.
The issue is quantitatively understood by estimating the heating of a surface due to volumetric energy deposition by electron beam impact. To simplify the calculation without sacrificing significant quantitative accuracy, a beam with a square cross-sectional area of 2R b ϫ 2R b is assumed, as depicted in Fig. 3 . It is assumed that the beam electrons deposit their energy uniformly in a volume with the same area as the beam and over a depth determined by the electron stopping range 119 in the material of interest. Generally, these stopping ranges are quite shallow, ranging from 0.4 to 300 m for incident electron energies between 10 and 500 keV, allow-ing for the formation of large thermal gradients inside the impact surface with high power density electron beams.
For approximate estimates with such large thermal gradients, radiative heat dissipation is neglected in comparison with thermal conduction. The justification for this can be understood by recognizing that the radiative heat flux will be upper-bounded by the radiation rate of a blackbody surface, or
where SB = 5.7ϫ 10 −12 W / cm 2 / K 4 is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. Restricting our interest to temperatures less than or equal to the melting temperature of copper, which occurs at T Ϸ 1080°C yields P rad Ͻ 15 W / cm 2 . In contrast, we are interested in understanding the effect of surface impact by dense electron beams transporting energy fluxes in excess of hundreds of kW/ cm 2 . Therefore, we choose to ignore the small corrections associated with radiative heat dissipation.
To estimate the peak surface temperatures, we solve the time-dependent thermal diffusion equation with volumetric heat sources, assuming thermal diffusivities that are independent of temperature and space. Solution of the heat transfer equation using these approximations is straightforwardly accomplished using a Green's function method 120 and the result can be expressed as
is the mass density, c p is the specific heat, K is the thermal conductivity of the target material, and erf is the error function.
Sample calculations with Eq. ͑8͒ for various candidate conductor materials confirms the fact that copper represents the best material choice. Although other refractory materials such as tungsten or molybdenum can tolerate significantly higher temperature without melting, this advantage is more than offset by copper's superior thermal conduction properties. This theoretical result is supported by many empirical observations, including Refs. 117 and 121. Figure 4 illustrates two illustrative quantitative results obtained with this approximate model.
The first result observed in Fig. 4 is an estimate of the theoretical maximum surface temperature ͑at x = y = z =0͒ for a 1 s pulse as a function of the incident beam energy, assuming a current density of 330 A / cm 2 . Also shown in Fig.  4 is the energy flux, in J / cm 2 that results in short-pulse, single-event melting, again as a function of incident beam energy. In general, the conclusion is that for beam voltages between 1 and 500 kV, electron beam impact energy flux densities of 1 -20 J / cm 2 are sufficient to melt copper ͑or other͒ surfaces in Շ1 s. This theoretical estimate is in good agreement with experience obtained with electron beam ablation, for example. 122 Correspondingly, electron beams with power flux densities of 1 -20 MW/ cm 2 represent a high risk of single-event surface melting within pulse lengths of 1 s.
A vivid illustration of the challenge this poses ͑and one solution͒ for high power mmw and THz VEDs is the 1 kW, 94 GHz ͑w-band͒ klystron development program at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center ͑SLAC͒. The first approach involved a permanent-periodic-magnet ͑PPM͒ focused round or pencil electron beam. 123 It required the propagation of a 110 kV, 2.4 A, 0.25 mm radius electron beam through an electromagnetic circuit consisting of an array of microfabricated klystron cavities. Using the best available numerical modeling tools and methods at the time, the magnetic focusing optics nevertheless included an unanticipated small quadrupole leakage field error near the exit of the circuit. As a result, beam interception occurred over an impact area of ϳ1 mm 2 with a power density of ϳ1 MW/ cm 2 . As shown in Fig. 5 , the single-event damage threshold was indeed exceeded in a single 5 s pulse, and the circuit was irreparably damaged.
Electron beam optics design codes have improved significantly, and it is likely that the same result would be avoided upon a second try. However, this points out the absence of margin for error arising when VED designs are chosen around beam power densities of 1 MW/ cm 2 
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greater. In the meantime, the SLAC 94 GHz klystron source program adopted an entirely different approach which will be discussed shortly.
Another look at magnetic focusing: Emittance
Having identified the risk to compact, high power mmwto-THz regime VEDs of circuit interception by high current density electron beams, it is prudent to re-examine the conditions required for robust confinement of the electron beams. The prior discussion emphasized only the effect of space charge confinement. However, one should also consider the effect of electron transverse or thermal energy, sometimes characterized by the beam's emittance . As discussed in Ref. 84 , beam emittance acts as a transverse pressure gradient force due to random thermal transverse kinetic energy in the beam electrons. To account for this additional defocusing force, Eq. ͑4a͒ should be amended as 84, 124, 125 
In the above equation, a is the beam radius and u is the beam velocity. In Fig. 6 we have recalculated the magnetic field that would be required to focus the electron beam for the 100 W, 20 kV TWT with beam radius a ϳ 0.1 0 of Fig. 2 which was scaled from 5 GHz to 200 GHz. This time, however, it was assumed that the electron beam's emittance was equal to 3 mm mrad, a value typical of a well-designed electron gun. 126 Below 50 GHz, the effect of this emittance is negligible compared to space charge defocusing forces, but above 100 GHz, the emittance term dominates and extrapolates to impractically large magnetic fields, i.e., B Ͼ 10 kG, above 200 GHz. The fact that emittance determines the focusing requirements for THz regime VEDs instead of space charge has been observed elsewhere, including Ref. 127 .
It is common to describe the nonlaminarity of conventional microwave tube electron beams using emittance. 128 However, emittance is an inconvenient parameter for interdevice comparisons because the value of in a beam is a function of the beam voltage, which one may wish to use as a design variable. One alternative is to utilize the beamvoltage-independent normalized emittance, 84 n = ␥␤, where ␤ is the normalized velocity, ␤ = u / c, ␥ is the relativistic energy parameter, ␥ =1/ ͱ 1−␤ 2 , and c is the speed of light. This is generally the preferred electron beam nonlaminarity parameter in accelerator and FEL literature, for example. Of course, for nonrelativistic electron beams, n Ϸ ␤. Another good alternative is to re-express Eq. ͑9͒ in terms of an equivalent transverse beam temperature,
where 2 = ͑kT Ќ / eV͒a 2 . The effective beam temperature will be a function of several influences, including the physics of the electron emission from the cathode ͑especially from the cathode edges 129 ͒, cathode surface roughness, 130 and the magnetic and electrostatic optics that guide and compress the electron beam from the cathode into the electromagnetic circuit. To illustrate the quantitative relationships, for a 20 kV beam with a radius of 0.15 mm and an emittance of 3 mm mrad, the normalized emittance is n = 0.84 mm mrad, and the equivalent transverse beam temperature is kT Ќ Ϸ 8 eV. Figure 7 shows the minimum ͑Brillouin͒ magnetic field required to confine our canonical 100 W TWT's 20 kV, a = 0.1 0 5-to-200 GHz scaled electron beam for transverse beam temperatures varying between 0 and 10 eV. Looking at Fig. 7 , it is important to remember that robust focusing is necessary to avoid dense beam interception, and that robust focusing requires a magnetic field higher than the minimum Brillouin focusing field. 69 From this, we can infer from Fig.  7 that high power density mmw-to-THz VED sources will require submillimeter-sized beams with low-transversetemperature, e.g., kT Ќ Յ ϳ 1 eV. We can appreciate the challenge this poses given that for thermionic cathodes, surface roughness 130 alone may contribute several eVs to kT Ќ . Hence, future research will need to emphasize not only high Fig. 2 . The dashed ͑red͒ line shows the required magnetic field to confine the electron beam space charge. The solid ͑red͒ shows the required magnetic field needed to confine both the space charge and the kinetic pressure associated with nonzero emittance.
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John H. Booske Phys. Plasmas 15, 055502 ͑2008͒ current density, long-lived cathodes, but also cathodes and beams with low-emittance or transverse temperature. Also, it will be important to develop cathodes amenable to micronprecise alignment and integration with the electromagnetic interaction circuit and magnetic focusing fields. This presents an interesting dilemma with FEA cathodes. On the one hand, the fact that FEA cathodes are photolithographically microfabricated allows for straightforward introduction of alignment features and precise assembly procedures that may not be possible with conventionally fabricated, miniature thermionic cathodes. On the other hand, FEA cathode emission leads to very high beam emittance. Recently developed, lowgate-voltage FEA cathodes, 91 for example, appear to generate electron beams with relatively high characteristic transverse equivalent temperatures 131 of kT Ќ ϳ 10 eV. For completeness, it is noted that electron microscopes provide the lowest emittance electron beams, with normalized emittances n ϳ 10 −3 mm mrad. This, however, is achieved only with extremely small transverse beam and cathode radii ͑Ͻ1 m͒, very low total current, and significant electron gun volume devoted to elaborate, high-order electron-optics-correcting lens systems. With similar sacrifices on volume and supporting systems requirements, very low emittance electron beams, n ϳ 10 −1 mm mrad can also be produced using intense rf electric field-assisted photoemission and needle cathodes. 132 However, neither of these approaches appear to be realistic electron beam source alternatives for compact and mobile THz-regime VEDs.
III. THE DISTRIBUTED ELECTRON BEAM ALTERNATIVE
Even with extremely low-emittance cathodes, the results of Fig. 7 suggest that approaches relying on scaling lower frequency architectures to high frequencies by reducing the lateral beam and circuit dimensions may be impractical above a few hundred GHz. An alternative approach that has attracted significant recent interest 80, 133, 134 is to recognize that as the frequency increases, it is only necessary to reduce one lateral dimension commensurate with the shrinking wavelength, allowing the other lateral dimension to remain large. This approach exploits distributed electron beams, such as sheet beams 135, 136 or arrays of multiple beams that provide large electron currents for high power mmw-to-THz radiation generation, while keeping the electron current density low.
The idea of sheet beams is not new, but for many years they were avoided because of their vulnerability to curling, filamentation, and breakup via diocotron instability in uniform magnetic focusing fields. 137, 138 An illustration of the phenomenon is provided in Fig. 8͑a͒ . However, during the late 1980s and 1990s experimental and theoretical studies identified stable alternatives using periodic magnetic fields to focus sheet beams, 135, 139, 140 as illustrated in Fig. 8͑b͒ . Several of these studies 136, 140 established alternatives for focusing the beam in the wide transverse dimension as well as the narrow dimension.
With the recent interest in compact high power sources of mmw and THz radiation, researchers are taking a new interest in distributed beam devices. 107, 133, 134 In particular, considerable progress has been recently made towards a 1 kW, 94 GHz klystron source by abandoning the pencil beam architecture of the klystrino 123 in favor of a sheet-beam configuration. 80 Using offset pole-piece, periodic-cusped- 
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Plasma physics and related challenges… Phys. Plasmas 15, 055502 ͑2008͒ magnetic focusing, 140 researchers have demonstrated over 90% beam transmission of a 74 kV, 3 A beam without any circuit damage, 80 i.e., below the single short-pulse damage threshold.
Of course, it is still possible to use uniform, or solenoidal magnetic field focusing of distributed beams, provided that the device length is less than the distance over which beam curling, filamentation, or emittance growth occurs due to diocotron instability. We know that the instability growth rate scales with the time scale, [140] [141] [142] [143] 
Therefore, the risk of beam distortion or interception is lowest for large magnetic fields and low beam charge densities. More detailed analyses have been conducted using particlein-cell simulations, including startup from noise and benchmarking against non-neutral plasma ͑Penning trap͒ experiments. 143, 144 However, various specific factors will contribute to the growth rate of the instability in a particular sheet beam VED configuration, including conducting wall ͑image charge͒ stabilization, finite temperature effects, lowlevel plasma stabilization, initial beam uniformity and alignment, beam density bunching due to beam-wave interactions, etc. Therefore, as a practical matter there is still room for a more precise quantitative knowledge, obtained from experiments and simulations of the "safe" propagation distance for sheet electron beams in high power THz regime VEDs. It should also be noted that theoretical studies suggest that edge distortion effects of sheet beams in solenoidal magnetic fields may, in some cases, be ameliorated using electrostatic electrodes. 145 This approach deserves more careful scrutiny in experiments or design analyses, to determine for which situations the improvements in sheet beam transport justify the added complexity of additional high-voltage electrode ͑and bias power supplies͒ in the beam transport and interaction channel.
IV. SUMMARY AND REMAINING CHALLENGES
Impressive advances have been achieved in both fundamental and applied research of issues critical to advancing the power of vacuum electronic sources in two categories of devices: those intended for short-pulse HPM applications and those required for mmw, and THz applications requiring compact high average power sources. Examining the range of this research spanning three orders of magnitude in frequency, one can identify both common challenges as well as contrasts. Both, for example, have high electromagnetic power density issues, but rf breakdown, a problem for f Յ 100 GHz, is not a concern for the foreseeable future for compact high power sources above 100 GHz. Both will benefit from further research of electron-surface interaction physics, for an understanding of beam impact, surface heating and adsorbed gas atom release, secondary electron emission, and high current density ͑J Ն 10 A / cm 2 ͒, long-lived cathodes.
Meanwhile, for f Ͼ 100 GHz, new methods for highly precise circuit fabrication are being investigated, with micro-EDM and DRIE looking best above 200 GHz while EDM and high-speed mechanical machining look attractive for f Յ 100 GHz. Beyond mere circuit fabrication, however, integral components such as low-reflectivity, ultrahigh-vacuum windows, input-output coupling structures, and high-gain antennas become much more difficult to fabricate and assemble for compact sources with f Ͼ 100 GHz, and new research will be needed to address this. In spite of space charge depression limits on usable cathode current densities and remaining concerns for cathode lifetime, the need for highly precise alignment during fabrication, may still favor the eventual adoption of FEAs over miniature thermionic cathodes. Both HPM and compact high average power mmw-toTHz sources face challenges with the impact of high-powerdensity electron beams on anode, collector, or circuit walls. For HPM devices, the solutions will probably need to emphasize surface conditioning and surface coatings to delay the release of adsorbed gas atoms. For mmw-to-THz devices, some of the most promising approaches include low emittance, distributed electron beams to enable robust magnetic confinement with B Ͻ 10 kG fields.
As mentioned, the FEA cathode holds particular interest for such high frequency devices. Lifetime limits due to arcing at the cathode are being addressed by a combination of careful electron gun design, high vacuum control, careful conditioning protocols, and redesign for low gate voltage operation. 91 This last feature, which promises to dramatically increase FEA cathode lifetimes, appears to exacerbate the high beam emittance associated with single-gate-electrode FEA cathodes. However, exciting possibilities for ultralowemittance electron beams include FEA cathodes that include an integral, additional focus electrode to achieve equivalent transverse beam temperatures [146] [147] [148] of kT Ќ Յ 1 eV. Other interesting approaches include beam cooling techniques that reduce high emittance in the narrow dimension of a sheet beam in exchange for increased emittance in the other, less critical wide dimension or by increasing the thermal spread in the longitudinal degree of freedom. 149 Figure 9 shows the impact that realization of a distributed beam device with 10 A / cm 2 and an effective transverse temperature of 1 eV would have on the required magnetic focusing field for our canonical example of the compact high power TWT scaled from 5 GHz up to 1 THz, using a beam half-thickness ͑narrow dimension͒ of a = 0.05 0 . Comparing and contrasting Fig. 9 with Fig. 2 illustrates the dramatic magnetic focusing field reductions to be gained from lowemittance sheet electron beams in narrow transport channels.
From Fig. 9 , we see that a transverse beam temperature of 10 eV leads to unacceptably large magnetic focusing fields for frequencies above ϳ400 GHz, especially when one allows for an extra margin of B Ϸ 1.5-2.0ϫ B min for robust focusing. However, achieving a 10 A / cm 2 sheet beam with kT Ќ Յ 1 eV leaves plenty of margin for strong magnetic field focusing and interception-free beam confinement. In fact, the criterion of Eq. ͑10͒ for beam confinement applies equally well to solenoidal or periodic magnetic field focusing, where in the latter case one substitutes the rms magnetic field intensity for the calculation of the electron cyclotron frequency. The significance of this in the context of Fig. 9 is that compact periodic magnetic focusing configurations using permanent magnets are generally unable to achieve the 10 kG magnetic flux densities that "permanent magnet solenoids" are capable of. Maximum magnetic flux densities are more likely limited to ϳ4 -5 kG due to mutual demagnetization, although further studies of planar periodic configurations may be needed to determine the precise limits. In any case, Fig. 9 indicates that the combination of moderate current density sheet beams with low-emittance cathodes would allow for stable sheet beam confinement with periodic magnetic focusing, well into the THz regime of frequencies.
There are still a large number of topics requiring further study. The full complement of possible electromagnetic circuits has yet to be investigated for compatibility with the needs of compact, high power VED sources. As discussed above, there is still a great deal of additional study needed on long-lived, low work-function, uniformly emitting, lowemittance, high current density cathodes. Recognizing that permanent magnet solenoids may be easier to assemble than periodic magnet focusing configurations, careful experimental studies are needed to obtain quantitatively precise knowledge of the onset distances for significant distortion of distributed ͑sheet, multi-͒ beams due to diocotron instability with aggressive benchmarking for computational design tools. Innovations are needed for providing mode control and compact input and output coupling in overmoded electromagnetic circuits compatible with distributed electron beams.
Finally, fundamental research questions remain regarding the physics of Ohmic current losses in electromagnetic circuit walls at frequencies above 100 GHz. For frequencies below 100 GHz, probably the most important characteristic of an efficient VEDs waveguide circuit is a strong beamwave coupling or high interaction impedance.
9,69 Above 100 GHz, however, the circuit's Ohmic losses become equal in importance or even more important than the interaction impedance. Therefore, accurate knowledge of the effective high frequency or rf conductivity of bulk metal and metal film surfaces is crucial for successful design and fabrication of waveguide components and VED sources of THz regime radiation.
Below 30 GHz, where the skin depth is on the order of microns or greater, the effective rf conductivity of metals and metal films is generally considered to be well understood and equal to bulk material values. In the millimeter-wave range between 30 and 100 GHz, there is ample experimental data to show there is a significant decrease in the effective rf conductivity of metal surfaces. This is generally attributed to increasing sensitivity to enhanced electron scattering from surface microroughness 41, 150, 151 as the skin depths become smaller than one micron, ␦ Ͻ 1 m. In the THz regime, however, there are only sparse experimental data attempting to measure the pure material intrinsic rf conductivity and the results are in significant disagreement. [152] [153] [154] [155] For example, the question of whether the intrinsic conductivity is anomalously smaller than or simply equivalent to the classical value at THz frequencies is a topic of current controversy, with experimental and theoretical data and arguments supporting both views. [152] [153] [154] [155] [156] [157] [158] [159] There have been attempts to develop analytic theories for the intrinsic surface resistance, but they all necessarily make simplifying assumptions. Meanwhile, there is no fundamental theoretical model for the effect of surface conditions on the surface resistance at THz frequencies. Similarly, there are no systematic experimental studies of the effects of realistic surface conditions such as roughness or polycrystalline microstructure, on rf surface conductivity at THz frequencies. This gap in knowledge handicaps the systematic design of advanced THz regime devices, forcing researchers to adopt a trial-and-error approach, guessing at the Ohmic losses to be expected prior to fabricating and testing a device.
Prospects for addressing these and other challenges for increasing the power of compact VED sources are very positive, owing to the successful emergence of powerful computational modeling codes. In fact, many of the advances in the last 10 years in high power VED sources owe partial or full credit to the accurate, predictive capabilities of these codes. An extremely important factor in the reliability and accuracy of these codes has been a persistent and aggressive attention to detailed experimental benchmarking. The list of codes and modeling capabilities used on a regular basis in the research and design of high power microwave-to-THz regime VEDs is very large. Even a summary discussion is beyond the scope of this paper, but two recent, comprehensive reviews include Refs. 160 and 161. The general categories of codes that have been crucial in advancing the power and performance of high power microwave-to-THz-regime VEDs include 3D electromagnetic codes ͑static and time-dependent͒, 3D electron optics ͑trajectory͒ codes, 3D particle-in-cell codes, 3D thermomechanical codes, and 3D ab initio codes for modeling surface physics. It would also be remiss not to acknowledge that many of these codes now available today were not a result of mere chance, but rather owe their genesis to the persistent investment and leadership of particular individuals and institutions. 160, 161 FIG. 9. ͑Color online͒ Minimum magnetic field required vs frequency to confine a 20 kV, 10 A / cm 2 sheet electron beam in a transport channel whose narrow dimension scales as ϳ0.1 0 for two values of transverse kinetic temperature.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
There are many potential applications for compact sources of high power mmw-to-THz frequency electromagnetic radiation, including high resolution radar, high data rate communications, concealed weapon or threat detection, remote high resolution imaging, chemical spectroscopy, deep space research and communications, and biomedical diagnostics. Vacuum electronic sources have intrinsic advantages for compact high power sources at high frequencies from 100 GHz to ϳ1 THz. However, there are still unsolved challenges associated with high power density that are similar to challenges facing lower frequency, short-pulse HPM sources. In particular, to advance both types of sources will require structures and strategies to handle higher power densities and high current electron beam generation and confinement.
Recent research breakthroughs include novel methods to precisely fabricate miniature electromagnetic circuits, understanding rf breakdown, new high current density cathodes and improved understanding of cathode emission physics. Remaining challenges include delaying rf breakdown for HPM sources, innovating compact mmw-to-THz circuit configurations that are precisely dimensioned yet able to handle high average power, improving the lifetime of long-lived, low-emittance, uniformly emitting, high current density cathodes, and advances in the confinement and impact management of compact, high power electron beams. Prospects for solutions to these and other challenges are positive, owing to the emergence of powerful three-dimensional computational models for electromagnetics, beam optics, beam-wave interactions and particle kinetics, and surface physics.
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